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ProZ.com is home to the world's largest translator network. Professional translators use the site
to.
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charge.Translate anything from English to Maori. You can use a word, phrase or sentence for
English to Maori translation. You can use it as an English to Maori . Free English to Maori
translation. Translate English to Maori online free.Jan 8, 2014 . Online version of Freelang's
Maori-English dictionary and English-Maori dictionary.28 Pae 2016 . These registers hold the
names of the people that were conferred with the Māori Translators and/or Interpreters Licence
and were certified . Dec 26, 2013 . Google recently announced its support for several minority

languages to translate into and from English with Māori being one of the minority . There are a
number of Māori Dictionaries in print and online form. Online versions include Māori to English
and English to Māori dictionaries and translators.Wiremu Haunui, shown here in his translation
booth in the Beehive, was the Māori translator for the New Zealand Parliament in 2011. Since
2010, whenever te . Online free English-Maori translation. Translate English to Maori with our
world star English translators.
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Māori or Maori (/ ˈ m aʊər i /; Māori pronunciation: [ˈmaːɔɾi] ) is an Eastern Polynesian language
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Der kostenlose Service von Google übersetzt in Sekundenschnelle Wörter, Sätze und
Webseiten zwischen Deutsch und über 100 anderen Sprachen. Google Translate for Business:
Translator Toolkit Website Translator Global Market Finder. Free English to Maori translation .
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Search the Maori dictionary with the online version of Te Aka Maori-English, meanings of each
headword now have example sentences with translations.Free English to Maori translation.
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and were certified . Dec 26, 2013 . Google recently announced its support for several minority
languages to translate into and from English with Māori being one of the minority . There are a
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and English to Māori dictionaries and translators.Wiremu Haunui, shown here in his translation
booth in the Beehive, was the Māori translator for the New Zealand Parliament in 2011. Since
2010, whenever te . Online free English-Maori translation. Translate English to Maori with our
world star English translators.
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